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(54) Explosion-proof magnetic transducer

(57) Explosion-proof magnetic transducer (11) com-
prising a magnetic unit (13), a sensor unit (15) and an
electronic control unit (17), wherein the magnetic unit (13)
is associatable to a body moving circularly or rectilinearly
or according to a combination of these movements,
wherein the sensor unit (15) comprises a detector device
(19) capable of causing the variation of at least one elec-
trical quantity in an electric signal passing through said

device, upon variation of a magnetic flux in a surrounding
magnetic field, wherein the electronic control unit (17)
comprises an amplifier (21) of the amplitude of said elec-
tric signal, wherein when the transducer (11) is working
the electric power absorbed by said sensor unit (15) is
lower than the one absorbed by said electric control unit
(17) and wherein said sensor unit (15) and said control
unit (17) are separate from each other and are connected
by an electric cable (23).
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to an explosion-
proof magnetic transducer.
[0002] More particularly, the invention is directed to an
explosion-proof incremental or absolute transducer de-
vice, commonly known as encoder, of the magnetic, dig-
ital or analogical type.
[0003] The transducer according to the invention finds
application especially in environments with potentially
explosive atmosphere due to the presence of gases or
powders.

Prior Art

[0004] Explosion-proof encoders intended for use in
environments with potentially explosive atmosphere due
to the presence of gases or powders must comply with
norm ’ATEX’ EN 60079, which establishes the general
requirements for protecting apparatuses used in poten-
tially explosive atmospheres due to the presence of gas-
es or powders.
[0005] The ’ATEX’ norm corresponding to each type
of protection applicable to explosion-proof encoders is
presently identified by a letter as follows:

- "o" for the immersion in oil according to norm EN
60079-6;

- "p" for the internal overpressure according to norm
EN 60079-2;

- "d" for explosion-proof casings according to norm
EN 60079-1 (this being the most used norm for ex-
plosion-proof encoders);

- "e" for increased safety according to norm EN
60079-7;

- "ia" or "ib" for intrinsic safety according to norm EN
60079-11.

[0006] In the present state of the art, explosion-proof
encoders that have to comply with the aforesaid norm
are particularly complicated and expensive.
[0007] Available on the market are contactless mag-
netic rotary encoders of the normal type, i.e. not homolo-
gated for use in environments with explosion risk, con-
sisting of a rotor provided with alternate magnetic poles
and of a magnetic sensor. Typically the sensor of mag-
netic encoders incorporates in a single device both the
magnetic sensor and the electronics for signal amplifica-
tion.
[0008] As the electronics for signal amplification ab-
sorbs much electric power and consequently dissipates
a remarkable amount of heat, in order to comply with the
requirements of norm EN 60079, and particularly of norm
EN 60079-1 for the type of protection "d", the casings of
the magnetic sensors must be made with appropriate
volumes, depending on the Watts of power dissipated by

the electronics, and the walls of the casings must have
a thickness of at least 3 - 4 mm and be sealed by means
of suitable sealing joints.
[0009] On the other hand, the good working of the con-
tactless magnetic encoder depends on the fact that the
distance between the sensor and the rotor is small, typ-
ically comprised between 0.4 e 2.6 mm and therefore it
is impossible to use the aforesaid casings because of
the excessive wall thickness that would hinder the good
working of the transducer.
[0010] The main object of the present invention is
therefore to overcome the drawbacks of the prior art and
to provide a transducer of the aforementioned type that
is compatible with the operation features of magnetic
sensors and meets the requirements set forth in the
norms concerning explosion-proof devices, especially in
norm EN 60079.
[0011] Another object of the invention is to provide a
magnetic transducer that may be used in several appli-
cations where there exists a risk of explosion, for meas-
uring quantities associated to either a circular or a recti-
linear motion.
[0012] A not least object of the invention is to provide
an explosion-proof magnetic transducer that may be in-
dustrially manufactured at low costs.

Summary of the Invention

[0013] These and other objects are achieved by the
transducer according to the invention as defined in the
appended claims.
[0014] Advantageously, according to the invention
there is provided to separate the magnetic sensor, usu-
ally made by a magneto-resistance or a Hall effect sensor
or by any device capable of sensing the variation of a
magnetic flux and having low power absorption and low
feeding voltage, typically lower than 5 V, from the rest of
the electronics, the power absorption of which is, as is
known, several Watts and the feeding voltage of which
can be, depending on the user’s needs, even 30 V.
[0015] Advantageously, thanks to the arrangement ac-
cording to the invention and to the very low power ab-
sorption and feeding voltage of the magnetic sensor unit
it is possible to realize an explosion-proof transducer
complying with norm ’ATEX’ according to two different
possibilities:

(A) by means of an explosion-proof casing according
to norm EN 60079-1, wherein the protection gap can
be brought for instance to approximately 0,5 / 0,6
mm remaining within the specifications of the afore-
said norm (low impact resistance equal to 4J as per
norm EN 60079-0);
(B) by means of self-certification of intrinsic protec-
tion, according to norm EN 60079-11, allowing to
eliminate the expensive and burdensome needs for
CE Certification and Product Notice.
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[0016] Still according to the invention, there will be fur-
ther advantages deriving from the longer useful life of the
transducer, from the simplicity and flexibility of installa-
tion, from the high reliability in hostile environments and
from the high resolution, several thousand of pulses per
revolution, at low costs.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0017] Some preferred embodiments of the invention
will be provided by way of non-limiting examples with
reference to the attached drawings, in which:

- Fig. 1 is a block scheme of the encoder according
to the invention;

- Fig. 2 is a front view, partially in section, of the sensor
unit of a first embodiment;

- Fig. 3 is a side view, partially in section along line B-
B, of the sensor unit of Fig.2;

- Fig. 4 is a plan view of the magnetic ring;
- Fig. 5 is a side view of the magnetic ring of Fig. 4;
- Fig. 6 is a side view, partially in section, of the control

unit;
- Fig. 7 is a front view, partially in section, of the sensor

unit according to a second embodiment;
- Fig. 8 is a front view, partially in section, of the sensor

unit according to a third embodiment;
- Fig. 9 is a front view, partially in section, of the sensor

unit according to a fourth embodiment;
- Fig. 10 is a front view, partially in section, of the sen-

sor unit according to a fifth embodiment.

Description of Preferred Embodiments

[0018] With reference to Fig. 1, according to the inven-
tion, the explosion-proof magnetic transducer, identified
as a whole with reference numeral 11, comprises a mag-
netic unit 13, a sensor unit 15 and an electronic control
unit 17.
[0019] The magnetic unit 13 is associatable to a body
moving circularly or rectilinearly, such as a sliding car-
riage of a machine tool, or according to a combination of
said movements.
[0020] The sensor unit 15 comprises a detector device
19 capable of causing the variation of at least one elec-
trical quantity in an electric signal passing through said
device, upon variation of the magnetic flux of a surround-
ing magnetic field.
[0021] Said detector device 19 can be for instance
made by a magneto-resistive head or Hall effect head or
potentially by any device sensitive to magnetic flux var-
iations.
[0022] According to the invention, the detector device
19 will preferably be a device with low power absorption
(for instance max 100 mW) and low feeding voltage (for
instance max 5V).
[0023] Advantageously, thanks to this condition the
amount of heat dissipated by the device will be small and

the unit 15 will comply with norm ’ATEX’ "d" provided for
explosion-proof devices.
[0024] The electronic control unit 17 comprises an am-
plifier 21 of the amplitude of the electric signal passing
through the sensor unit 15.
[0025] According to the invention, when the transducer
11 is working the electric power absorbed by said sensor
unit 15 is lower than the one absorbed by said electronic
control unit 17. Unit 17 typically absorbs a few Watts of
electric power with a feeding voltage that can be for in-
stance as high as 30 V.
[0026] Said sensor unit 15 and said electronic control
unit 17 are advantageously separate from each other and
are connected by an electric cable 23.
[0027] With reference to Figs. 1, 2 and 3 the sensor
unit 15 is housed in a casing 25 from where the cable 23
connecting the electronic control unit 17 comes out.
[0028] According to the invention, the cable 23 is of
the type homologated for use in dangerous areas with
explosion risk and comes out from the casing 25 through
a cable clamp 27 certified for use in dangerous areas for
the presence of potentially explosive gases or powders.
The threading and the tightening torque of the cable
clamp 27 will comply with the norm ’ATEX’ in force with
respect to explosion-proof devices.
[0029] According to the invention the wall of said cas-
ing 25, at the head of the detector device 19, has a thick-
ness such that the distance "d" of the head of the sensor
device 19 from the external face 25a of said wall is small
and lower than 1.0 mm and preferably comprised be-
tween about 0.5 4 0.6 mm. According to the invention,
the remaining walls of the casing 25 will preferably have
a thickness of a few millimeters, for instance 3-5 mm and
a portion with reduced thickness will be provided at the
detector device 19 only, in order to allow said device to
work correctly upon variation of the magnetic field gen-
erated by the unit 13.
[0030] Inside the casing 25 there is received a printed
circuit board 29 on which the detector device 19 is mount-
ed for reading the magnetic poles that are present on the
magnetic unit.
[0031] Those terminals of the conductors of the cable
23 that end inside the casing 25 are soldered to the tracks
of the printed circuit board 29, which in turn is attached,
by means of a screw 33a, to a cylindrical support 31 made
of insulating material.
[0032] The cylindrical support 31 to which the printed
circuit board 29 is attached is fixed inside the casing 25
by means of an eccentric head screw 33b engaging into
a groove 35 provided inside the casing 25.
[0033] The metal sheath 23a of cable 23 is connected
by soldering to the body of the casing 25 which is
equipped with a grounding cable 37 having a cable ter-
minal 39 attached to the casing 25 by means of screw
33c. The grounding cable 37 ensures mass continuity of
the casing 25 with the common grounding as established
by norm ’LATEX’.
[0034] The detector device 19 arranged inside the cas-
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ing 25 of the sensor unit 15 generates electric signals,
typically sinusoidal, which, through the cable 23, are
transferred to the unit 17 containing the amplifying elec-
tronics.
[0035] The volume inside the casing 25 is preferably
filled with hardenable insulating material 29a, for instance
an epoxy or silicone or polyurethane resin or other suit-
able binders/resins, to protect the printed circuit board
29 and the detector device 19 against shocks, vibrations
and possible condensation phenomena. Advantageous-
ly, thanks to this measure, the unit 15 is capable of stand-
ing the shock test of low mechanical risk (4J) required
by norm ’ATEX’.
[0036] The above-described unit 15 may be placed by
the user in an area with potentially explosive atmosphere
for the presence of gases or powders and fixed in the
proximity of the rotating member, for instance a motor
shaft, to be controlled, to which the magnetic unit 13 is
associated, with a gap 29b between the wall 25a and the
magnetic unit 13 comprised between about 1 and 2 mm
by means of screws passing through holes 41 provided
on the casing 25.
[0037] With reference to Figs. 4 and 5 there is illustrat-
ed an embodiment of a magnetic ring 43, magnetized
with equally alternated N/S poles.
[0038] The ring 43 may be made for instance of ferrite
or vulcanized magnetic rubber and may be associated
to an amagnetic metal or plastic support 45, for instance
of aluminum, plastics, amagnetic inox steel, brass,
bronze, etc., in order to be fitted onto the motor shaft,
rotating member or sliding member, the movement of
which is to be controlled by the transducer 11. The sup-
port 45 is further provided with an axial central through-
hole 47 for the rotating shaft as well as with radial holes
47a for blocking pegs 49 by means of which the support
45 can be attached to said shaft.
[0039] Still according to the invention, the ring 43 may
be a magnetic gear, a magnetic band or the like, mag-
netized with equally alternated N/S poles. In the last case,
the magnetic band or the like may be arranged also in
straight line and the transducer 11 may be used for con-
trolling linear displacement members, such as sliding car-
riages.
[0040] With reference to Fig. 6 there is illustrated the
electronic control unit 17 in which the amplifier 21 is
housed. According to a preferred embodiment of the in-
vention, the unit 17 houses in its inside an electronic cir-
cuit 22 which performs the functions of amplification, in-
terpolation and conditioning of the electric signals origi-
nating from the sensor unit 15.
[0041] According to the invention, the electronic unit
17 comprises a casing 51 that may be of the common
type, when the unit 17 is placed in an area which is not
under risk of explosion, or may be of the type homolo-
gated for use in a dangerous area for the presence of
gases or potentially explosive powders, when said unit
17 is to be placed in an explosion risk area. Therefore,
said casing 51, if the unit 17 is of the homologated type,

will advantageously be of the type homologated for use
within a dangerous area for the presence of potentially
explosive gases or powders according to the intended
use.
[0042] Inside the casing 51, be it of the common or
homologated type, there is housed a printed circuit board
53 provided with anchoring clamps 22a for the terminals
of the conductors of the cable 23 and there is further
contained the electronic circuit 22 for amplifying, inter-
polating and conditioning the signals originating from the
detector device 19 through the homologated cable 23.
[0043] The electronic unit 17 is further provided with a
signal output cable 55 for transporting the signals of the
transducer 11 to the control apparatus for use thereof by
an end user.
[0044] The cable 23 and the cable 55 come out from
the casing 51 through a corresponding cable clamp 57a,
57b that may be of the normal type or of the type homolo-
gated for use within dangerous areas for the presence
of gases or potentially explosive powders, depending on
the configuration of the casing 51.
[0045] With reference to Fig. 7 there is illustrated a
second embodiment of the sensor unit 15, wherein the
casing 25 of said unit comprises a substantially parallel-
epipedal shape and is provided on its outside with a plu-
rality of threaded seats 59 for the passage of fixing screws
of said casing 25.
[0046] With reference to Fig. 8 there is illustrated a
third embodiment of the sensor unit 15, wherein the cas-
ing 25 of said unit comprises a cylindrical shape and is
threaded on its outside. Thanks to this arrangement it is
possible to fix the unit 15 by screwing it into an appropriate
seat 61 provided with a corresponding inner hole 61b
and the casing 25 may be blocked within said seat by
means of hexagonal threaded nuts 61a.
[0047] With reference to Fig. 9 there is illustrated a
fourth embodiment of the sensor unit 15, wherein the
casing 25 comprises a substantially half-moon shape, or
comprises a half-moon-shaped portion, and is therefore
suitable for being mounted on the motor breeches so as
to partially surround the magnetic unit 13 consisting of a
corresponding magnetic disk. The fixing of the casing 25
is effected by means of screws passing through the holes
63 and engaged in threaded seats provided on the motor
breech.
[0048] With reference to Fig. 10 there is illustrated a
fifth embodiment of the sensor unit 15, wherein the casing
15 comprises a substantially circular shape, or comprises
an annular crown shape, and is therefore suitable for
being mounted on the motor breeches so as to complete-
ly surround the magnetic unit 13 consisting of a magnetic
disk. The fixing of the casing 25 is effected by means of
screws passing through the holes 65 and engaged in
threaded seats provided on the motor breech.
[0049] The transducer as described and illustrated can
be subject to several variants and modifications falling
within the same inventive principle.
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Claims

1. Explosion-proof magnetic transducer (11) compris-
ing a magnetic unit (13), a sensor unit (15) and an
electronic control unit (17), wherein the magnetic unit
(13) is associatable to a body moving circularly or
rectilinearly or according to a combination of these
movements, wherein the sensor unit (15) comprises
a detector device (19) capable of causing the varia-
tion of at least one electrical quantity in an electric
signal passing through said device, upon variation
of the magnetic flux in a surrounding magnetic field,
wherein the electronic control unit (17) comprises an
amplifier (21) of the amplitude of said electric signal,
characterized in that when the transducer (11) is
working the electric power absorbed by said sensor
unit (15) is lower than the one absorbed by said elec-
tric control unit (17) and in that said sensor unit (15)
and said control unit (17) are housed in separate
casings (25, 51) and are connected by an electric
cable (23).

2. Transducer according to claim 1, wherein said de-
tector device (19) consists of a magneto-resistive or
Hall effect head.

3. Transducer according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the
sensor unit (15) is housed in a casing (25) from where
the cable (23) connecting the electric control unit (17)
comes out, wherein the wall of said casing at the
detector device (19) has such a thickness that the
distance of the head of the detector device (19) from
the external face of the wall of said casing (25) is of
about 0.5 to 0.6 mm.

4. Transducer according to claim 1 or 2 or 3, wherein
the detector device (19) is a device with low power
absorption < 100 mW and low feeding voltage < 5V.

5. Transducer according to claim 4, wherein the volume
inside the casing (25) of the sensor unit (15) is filled
with hardenable insulating material (29a), e.g. epoxy
or silicone or polyurethane resin or other suitable
binders/resins, to protect the printed circuit board
(29) and the device (19) against shocks, vibrations
and possible condensation phenomena.

6. Transducer according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the magnetic unit (13) comprises a magnetic
ring (43), or a magnetic gear or a linear magnetic
band, magnetized with equally alternated N/S poles.

7. Transducer according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the electronic control unit (17) houses in its
inside an electronic circuit (22) performing the func-
tions of amplifying, interpolation and conditioning of
the electric signals originating from the sensor unit
(15).

8. Transducer according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the electronic unit (17) comprises a common
type casing (51) when the control unit (17) is intended
to be used within an area which is not under risk of
explosion, or a casing certified for use within a dan-
gerous area for the presence of potentially explosive
gases or powders, when said unit (17) is intended
to be placed in an explosion risk area.

9. Transducer according to claim 7 or 8, wherein the
electronic unit (17) is further provided with an output
cable (55) for transporting the signals of the trans-
ducer (11) to a control apparatus for use thereof by
an end user.

10. Transducer according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the casing (25) of the sensor unit (15) com-
prises a substantially half-moon or annular crown
shape, suitable to be mounted on the motor breech-
es so as to surround completely or partially, respec-
tively, the magnetic unit (13) comprising a disk as-
sociated with the rotating motor shaft.
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